
From “Bending”

Three Kinds of Asking For It

By Greta Christina

She loved being bent over. More than any

fiddling that might precede it, more than any

fumbling sex act that might follow. The moment of

being bent over was like a sex act to Dallas, like

foreplay and climax blended into one swooning, too-

short moment. A hand on her neck, pressing gently

but firmly downward, felt like a tongue on her clit; a

voice in her ear, telling her calmly and reasonably to

bend over and pull down her pants, felt like a cock in

her cunt.



She always masturbated in that position. She

sometimes masturbated by getting in that position

and then doing nothing else. She would stand by the

arm of her sofa, by the side of the bed, at the edge

of the kitchen table; and she would bare her ass,

slowly, and slowly bend herself over... and then she

would stand there, bent over, hands on her hips or

behind the small of her back, thinking. Thinking

about what she looked like, thinking about what she

felt like. Thinking about the feel of the air on the skin

of her exposed ass. Thinking about hands on her

thighs, paddles on her bottom, dicks and dildos in

her asshole and her cunt. Thinking about what a

dirty hungry girl she was. Thinking, until she came.

The furnishings that crowded Dallas's apartment

would be a dead giveaway to anyone who knew what

to look for. Sofas and armchairs with wide, firm



backs and arms; tables and dressers that were all

waist height; a small but varied collection of

hairbrushes, vintage and modern. A padded table

she had had made for her, its height easily

adjustable so her head and torso could be raised or

lowered as the mood required. It could pass for a

sewing or card table. She called it the bending table.

She tried not to use it too often, for fear of using up

all the magic.

It was hard sometimes. She saw a video once,

where a man bent a woman over a toilet and shoved

her head in it while he fucked her in the ass. She

thought she would pass out. She watched the scene

ten times, pale, wet between her legs, a shaking

hand on the remote. She watched it ten times, and

then took the video back to the rental place and

never watched it again. It made her stomach hurt,



the thought that this act had happened -- literally,

physically, factually happened -- to someone who

wasn't her.

She did have lovers. Many of them over the

years. Dozens if you counted them all, more if you

counted very carefully. More than one of these lovers

had accused Dallas of being a black hole, an

accusation she felt was deeply unfair, not to mention

inaccurate. It wasn't that she didn't want to give

anything. She simply felt that what she did have to

give was sufficient. Her pain, her submission, her ass

in the air presented like a jewel on a satin pillow, her

willingness to do almost anything a person could do

in that position... Dallas felt that all of this was a

tremendous gift. It wasn't that she didn't want to

give anything. It was that she had yet to find a lover

who wanted what she had to give. She found this



tremendously annoying. Hurtful, too, for sure, and

frustrating at times to the point of despair, but

mostly just annoying as hell.

And the accusation that "you only like to do one

thing" completely baffled her. It wasn't one thing,

she argued to herself on her way home from a

particularly frustrating squabble. It wasn't one thing,

any more than so-called regular sex was one thing.

Being bent over was a whole field of things, an entire

genus, with a zillion details that could vary.

Wriggling and weeping versus serene submission;

being gently guided to the edge of the bed versus

being shoved onto the floor; jeans and cotton

panties yanked down to her knees versus a flimsy

skirt slowly pulled up to reveal her sluttily un-pantied

bottom... these were distinct sex acts, obviously and

self-evidently, as different as, say, intercourse and



oral sex seemed to be for the rest of the world. The

portion of the world that she'd been fucking,

anyway.

Certain details about her lovers didn't much

matter to her. Male, female, neither or both, any of

these were fine. Age, race, height, weight,

occupation or lack thereof, smoking habits, voting

habits, all those things that kept showing up in the

personal ads; none of them made much difference to

Dallas. Lately, it was beginning to make less and less

difference whether she even found them attractive.

It was beginning to matter only whether they were

willing.


